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The Isher Commemorative Charger 
At a Meeting of the Pewter Society at Cheltenham Museum on June 22nd 2017. Several of the first group of 14 (half those attending) declared this to be a 

good piece. Those so saying included several members with a great deal of experience.  

The basis of their opinion was that the oxidation or aging over the wrigglework and parts of the plate was real, authentic and could not be so faked. 

If correct then Jan Gadd and Ron Homer were both – wrong. 

This document (draft/article) looks at the evidence available – 

1) The Charger and pewterer’s/owner’s marks on it as photographed on the day
2) The previous opinions and writings about it by Jan Gadd and Ron Homer
3) A look at the oxidation
4) A look at the wrigglework
5) A review of the design work

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Firstly then the Charger as photographed on the day – 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2) The writings of Jan Gadd and Ron Homer about this piece
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3) A look at the oxidation 
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What the members on June 22 said was that this was honest oxidation over the wrigglework and not possible to create. 

This writer has briefly looked at 4000 photos of other pieces and found no other oxidation/aging to match it. 

Gadd writes and Homer does not disagree that - 

This writer wonders if this effect could be created by lightly splashing the plate with acid a small area at a time. This might be done by gentle spray release from say a glass 
pipette 

It would be interesting to find other examples of similar oxidation. The PS Library has no such (as yet found). 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4) A look at the wrigglework
The reason this writer wants to check the wrigglework is that it appears to him probable that at the very least the central decoration was carried out far later than the date 
suggests with some intention to deceive. Decoration is considered in section 5. However, if the wrigglework in the centre and to the outer part is the same then it is likely 
both were done by the same hand. So here is an attempt to compare. 

    RIM   (left hand side centre)     CENTRE (left hand side) 
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This is taken from the right hand side of centre. There are differences but 
then  

there are differences in the style of work the wrigglework is for. Left hand 
side shows a border to the lettering – right hand side shows bordering to the 

central illustration. 

Left hand shows the swirling plant stems and the right hand above the swirling design. 
There are clearly differences but these are perhaps inconclusive. 

RIM (right hand side centre) 
Is it reasonable to compare the double line above GOD with the double line 

around the central shield? Is it reasonable to compare leaf and flower 
wrigglework with the stands of Barley ? The stem wrigglework with the 
central decorative wrigglework. If it is then these differ – but overall is it 

inconclusive? 

CENTRE 
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6) A look at the - CENTRAL DECORATION 

 
This is perhaps a figure of a ‘one legged, four fingered, naked, man with cartoon like nipples and genitals, wearing a peasant’s hat 
(perhaps), with long wavy hair and dimpled cheeks (?) holding a candlestick and a twig with oak leaves (?). (sat on what?)  

- is to this writer – 

A probable attempt to laugh at (even scorn) the owner of the plate – a figure totally without parallel in the period. (A bitter Joke) 
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This is not without comparison as the Burrell Fire Plate (an acknowledged fake supplied by Richard Neate) also shows cartoon like 
figures with humorous intent. 

Richard Mundey says about Richard Neate’s alleged craftsman ‘Edward’ in his own typed script – 
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H H Cotterell wrote that his (the faker’s) work was – 

 

This ‘career’ seemed to come to an end at about the time of the Burrell Fire Plate. Too much ‘alcohol’ might explain the cartoons on 
that plate and this figure on this plate. 

Or one of those members of the Society who consider this plate genuine might be able to identify use of similar figures on other 
pewter or ceramics of the period. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Mottos in small script are not found in pewter or ceramics of the second half of the 17th century. 
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Gadd says this reads as – 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

The helmet shown below is not in the style of the period – 
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Gadd writes the following concerning the arms shown above. 

 

 

 

The three flowers shown below appear on a number of Commemorative Chargers including one  certainly decorated before 1900. 

Jan Gadd considered these flowers to be an artist’s mark/signature – if so then such plates were decorated before Neate started work. 

Thus if Gadd is correct this is a conundrum. 

 

 

Could the rim decoration be of the time? – and the well have been worked later? 

The following is the style of decoration on a plate in the Navarro Collection whose authenticity has not been called in question. 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

There is no good reason to this writer that this plate is other than a fake. Perhaps one of those who decided it was good and genuine 
might respond. 




